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ADDRESS:  ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The Town of Nolensville has adopted the 2018 International Residential Code, 2009 Residential Energy 

Code, and 2018 International Pool and Spa Code.  Residential Fire Sprinklers are adopted by local 

ordinance. 

Trackout violations, construction parking issues, using roadway for materials/porta jons/sod/lumber, 

and litter violations will have to be cleared prior to inspection in most cases.  During summer months, 

mowing and weedeating required if vegetation is over 12 inches. 

EROSION CONTROL: Initial inspection to verify erosion control and other protective measures (tree 

protection, etc.) have been installed in accordance with the stormwater plans.  Mark the lot number on a 

sign, put in a construction entrance, set temp pole, porta john nearby, dumpster available nearby, water 

available to the site.  Put up a weatherproof container/job box for plans, permits, etc.  Clean any trackout 

prior to inspection.  Do not start construction until fees are paid and permit is issued (this can result in 

double permit fee or removal of work). 

PLUMBING UNDER SLAB: 

___Head test min. 5 ft high or 5 PSI air test on drain piping all the way outside the foundation 

___Plumbing DWV system bedded in gravel, sloped properly, below level of concrete.  Water lines sleeved 

through slab and staked off. 

___Sub-slab radon piping stubbed up 

ELECTRIC SLAB:   Completed by State of Tennessee Deputy Electrical Inspector.  Jimmy Peek is the 

inspector for this area.  This inspection is used for the conduit for the kitchen island cabinet in most cases. 

BUILDING SLAB:  Inspection to be completed by an Engineer.  Present letter at Frame inspection. 

FOOTING INSPECTION: Completed by an Engineer.  Present letter at Frame Inspection.  Ensure that a 

piece of rebar is tied into the footing steel for the grounding electrode in accordance with the National 

Electrical Code. 

RETAINING WALL FOOTING: Inspection completed by an Engineer.  Present engineer’s letter at Final 
Inspection.  

Exception: Retaining walls that are not over 4 feet in height measured from the bottom of the 
footing to the top of the wall, unless supporting a surcharge. 

DECK FOOTING: May be completed by an engineer.  Dig holes for a self-supporting deck.  Email for 

inspection before putting the column in the hole.  It is OK to support the column out of the bottom of the 

hole and have framing work in progress at time of deck footing.  Check the International Residential Code 

for types of acceptable deck footings.  Present letter at Final inspection. 

WALL INSPECTION: Email inspection for concrete walls prior to closing up form on both sides.  May have 

Engineer inspect and submit sealed, signed dated letter (Frame inspection).  Will look at rebar placement 

(horizontal and vertical) and tie-in to footer. 
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BASEMENT WATERPROOFING: Email for this inspection, as needed, to backfill basement walls after 

waterproofing is applied.  

FOUNDATION/RADON:  Passing this inspection allows you start framing on the foundation and go vertical.  

A green sticker will be left at the job box or at the garage sill plate if no job box. 

Preparation for inspection 

✓ Lot number is clearly marked on foundation.   

✓ Water source on site.   

✓ Temporary power available on same side of street.  

✓ Porta-john for workers in place.   

✓ Erosion control is repaired where damaged.   

✓ Permit posted in weatherproof box.   

✓ Foundation plans onsite in weatherproof box.   

✓ Trash picked up.   

✓ Leftover building materials neatly stacked   

✓ Construction dumpster present.   

✓ Hazards taped off.   

✓ Streets swept. 

___HEAD/MORTAR joints 3/8”—R606.3.1 Check course 1 for proper mortar bed.   

___BLOCK WALL placed in center of footing Figure R403.1(1) 

___MAX HEIGHT of block complies with Tables R404.1.1(1) thru R404.1.1(4); ___PIERS CAPPED R404.1.9.1 

___SILL-PLATE treated or naturally durable wood; ___ANCHOR BOLTS (1/2” diameter & 7” depth), or 

straps; ___6’ O.C.; ___ANCHOR bolts within 12” of corners; w/properly sized washers & nuts R403.1.6 

___VENTILATION under floor 1 sq ft for each 150 sq ft under floor space R408 or sealed crawlspace. 

___CRAWL SPACE door min 18” by 24” R408.4 

___FOOTER DRAIN completely surrounding foundation R405.1 (may be installed later in the process) 

___FOUNDATION walls waterproofed above level of grade R402.6 

___CRAWL has positive slope/ R403.3.3; ___RELIEVING arch/drain through foundation at low point 

___CRAWL completely clean of vegetation & debris R408.5 

___RADON ‘T’ installed in slab areas and roughed in through block walls as necessary.  Gravel installed in 

crawl space areas 3 to 4 inches in depth (Radon system requirement).  

___OBTAIN FOOTING LETTER, any wall letters or deck footing letters, and foundation survey at this time.  

Present these letters at the Frame inspection. 
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FRAMING, WALL:  Plumbing Rough in, Mechanical Rough in, and Frame inspection are conducted 

together.  Must pass rough-in and framing inspection to install insulation.  Do not conceal any work until 

a green sticker is placed on the garage door frame. 

Preparation for inspection 

✓ Lot number is clearly marked on foundation or in the window.   

✓ Porta-john for workers in place.   

✓ Erosion control is repaired where damaged.   

✓ Permit posted in window   

✓ Truss/house plans inside in the laundry room.   

✓ Trash picked up.   

✓ Leftover building materials neatly stacked   

✓ Construction dumpster present.   

✓ Hazards taped off.   

✓ Streets swept. 

___ROUGHIN ELECTRICAL has passed (blue sticker); Inspection will be cancelled if not present.  No 

exceptions. 

___Foundation survey letter; ___Footing/slab letter; ___Framing letter (5k or more) 

___FLOOR SHEATHING R503.1 

___ Do not make relief cuts on bearing/exterior walls to straighten studs.  You will be required to replace 

the stud or ‘sister’. 

___ROOF is reasonably complete; exterior moisture barriers are installed – house is dried in sufficient to 

install insulation.  If window package is delayed, inspection will not proceed.  Individual windows that are 

missing/on back order may have the openings closed at discretion of the inspector. 

___HOUSE WRAP R703.2; Windows flashed and taped 

___RIDGE is one size larger than rafters; ___RAFTERS framed opposite of each other at ridge 

___HEADERS, particularly garage headers, are properly strapped 

___RAFTERS/TRUSSES are properly strapped 

___TOP PLATE is continuous and lapped.  Structural straps added at both sides where not lapped corners 

and wall intersections, at notches for piping, where top and bottom plate breaks are within 24 inches, 

where headers or girders substitute for a top plate in open floorplan conditions.  This is prescriptive and 

may not be omitted. 

___LVLs are properly strapped; 3 and 4 ply LVLs bolted/screwed according to manuf. instructions 

___TRUSSES are not altered or damaged (requires engineer’s letter if damaged, broken, etc.) 

___PENETRATIONS top & bottom plates, fire blocks, soffits, etc. sealed & installed where required 

___SILLS & SLEEPERS are pressure treated or naturally durable wood 
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___INTERIOR non-bearing wall studs max 24” O.C.  Non-bearing means no loads exist on the studs. 

___WOOD WALL STUDS grade & size per R602.2 & R602.3 

___EXTERIOR walls & interior bearing walls have double top plate; offset 24” min. R602.3.2 

___WALL CONSTRUCTION R602 

___CEILING JOIST size & etc. per R802.5; ___RAFTERS per R802.4.1 

___BEARING joists & rafters 1.5” or approved hanger R802.6 

___HOLES & NOTCHING not excessive in studs R602.6.  2x6 Plumbing walls required for 3-inch PVC or 

dryer vent.  Overbores and notches in top plates are structural strapped. 

___FRAMING practices and sizing in accordance with prescriptive requirements in the International 

Residential Code and Wood Frame Construction Manual for platform framing. 

___STAIRS minimum 36” wide clear width R311.7.1; ___LANDINGS at doors and stairways: 36 inches min. 

out from door and door width min. R311.3 

___EXIT DOOR at least one 32” by 6’ 8” R311.2 

___ATTIC VENTILATION: 1 to 150 sq ft or 1 to 300 sq ft if 50% is in soffit and 50% to 80% located more 

than 3 feet above soffits, insulation baffles R806 

___ACCESSIBLE ATTIC access 22” x 30” with vertical clearance above of 30” R807 All attic areas have access 

holes framed.  Access to mechanical systems sized for largest piece of equipment.  Install working platform 

and path to equipment at this time. 

___ROOF FRAMING: ___ TRUSS LAYOUT according to plans; ___CONNECTIONS & RAFTER TIES: at 4 feet 

max on center, hurricane ties (H-1);  

___ROOF VENTS installed per R806.2  

___MINIMUM AREA DIMENSIONS AND HEIGHTS: (1) 120 sf room, 70 sf bedrooms, 50 sf kitchen, 7 feet 

min. heights, sloping to 5 feet min. 3 feet min. passageways in kitchens R304 & R305 

___WINDOW WELLS AND LADDERS: 9 sq ft min area, 36 inches out from window, if deeper than 44 inches 

affix a ladder R310.2.3 

___EXIT DOORS AND HALLWAYS: at least one 32 x 80 door required, 36-inch min. width in hallways R311.1 

___ACCESSIBLE ATTIC ACCESS: 22 x 30 inches with 30 inches of vertical clearance above R807.1 

___CEILING HEIGHT minimum 7’ except bathrooms, toilet rooms, laundry rooms are 6’ 8” 

**Floor framing inspection items may be done at this time or at final inspection** 

___FLOOR JOISTS at least 18” & beams at least 12” from soil 

___JOISTS, BEAMS, GIRDERS bearing at least 1.5” on wood & 3” on masonry or approved hanger R502.6 

___HOLES & NOTCHING not excessive in studs R502.8 (no notching boring in middle third). 
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___FIRE SPRINKLER system completely roughed in.  Sprinkler lines draped with R19 batts in unconditioned 

attic space and stapled at 6 in. o.c.  Lap batts 6-8 inches.  Extend past end of line 12 inches.  Ensure 

sprinkler lines do not offset away from the heated thermal envelope to avoid structural members/etc.   

Obtain structural alteration letters if this results in drilling thru a LVL or truss.  It is more important to 

avoid potential freeze ups than to avoid drilling structural members.  Center up sprinkler lines between 

joists to facilitate adequate tenting.   

ROUGH-IN, PLUMBING: 

___5 FEET HEAD of water above highest fixture on sewer P2503.5.1 

___2x6 Plumbing walls for 3-inch DWV piping 

___DWV/Water supply lines have extra insulation on outside walls.  Water lines in crawlspace routed 

away from foundation vents to avoid freezing issues. 

___Pressure test GAUGE on supply w/100 PSI or connected to water supply P1403.7 

___PIPES supported/strapped Table P2605.1 

___TUB drains sealed at floor P2705.1 

___SHOWER COMPARTMENT minimum headroom 6’ 8” R305.1(2); ___SHOWER stub out firmly fastened 

to blocking; ___SHOWER pan liner in place 

___STANDPIPE for washing machines 18” to 42” above trap weir P2706.1.2; ___ Check for crown vent at 

washer standpipe 

___VENTING SYSTEM is complete and functional in accordance with the Plumbing Code 

ROUGH-IN, MECHANICAL: 

___ FIREPLACE insert instructions onsite; CSST manufacturer instructions onsite; Factory built wood 

fireplace instructions onsite; 

___  FIREPLACE  Do not start construction of site built masonry fireplaces without specific Building Official 

permission.  This will result in tear out and delays. 

___ATTIC/BASEMENT units set, and ducts made up, Closet units checked at final  

___ALL LINESETS, dryer vents, exhausts, condensate piping, pan drains roughed in to the exterior 

___ALL GAS appliances have shutoff valves 

___GAS LINE pressure test at 10-15 psi; Gas line sizing – be prepared to provide data on Btu’s for each gas 

appliance. 

___GAS LINE doesn’t penetrate below footing and enters building above grade; ___SLEEVED and sealed 

___MINIMUM 50 cfm fans or natural ventilation Table M1505.4.4  

___VENT TERMINATIONS: vent terminal shall be located not less than 4 feet below, 4 feet horizontally 

from, or 1 foot above any door, window or gravity air inlet into a dwelling M1804.2.6 (Mech rough in) 
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___CSST in wall cavities follows manufacturer instructions. 

___FIREPLACE spark arrestors minimum 2’ above any roof within 10’ horizontal R1003.9.2;  

___FIREPLACE vent complete all the way to terminal and pan; ___CLEARANCE to combustibles; ___FIRE 

BLOCKING and chase caps complete;  ___WOOD FIREPLACES have outdoor air intake;  ___CHASE 

MATERIALS that block view of the fireplace vent shall be left off until the inspection has been made. 

___B VENTS minimum 1” clearance to combustibles M1306.2 & M1306.2.2; ___B VENTS minimum 45 

degrees from vertical for fan assist, 75% vertical for Natural draft; Use high temperature caulk to seal 

around B Vents, if sealant is used 

___ATTIC FURNACES/AIR HANDLERS drain pan with slope to secondary drain outlet or water level 

detection equipment shutoff device 

___AC REFRIGERANT lines insulated to R-4 M1411.6 

___METAL HVAC DUCT insulated to R-8 in unconditioned attic space M1601.4.6 

___DUCTS in crawl suspended at least 4” from grade; ___DUCTS supported every 12’ 

___JOINT SEAMS in ducts and at returns sealed tight M1601.4.1 

___DRYER DUCT max 35’ from box to termination M1502.4.5.1; Flex coil vinyl duct not allowed for dryer 

venting; Tape dryer duct seams – do not use protruding screws 

___ABOVE GROUND gas piping must be installed 3.5” minimum above ground or above roofs. G2419.4 

___CONDENSATE LINES installed w/uniform slope minimum 3/4” pipe size M1411  

___COOLING EQUIPMENT installed in attic or furred space requires secondary drain M1411.3.1  
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INSULATION: Passing this inspection will allow you to install sheetrock.  A green sticker will be placed 

on the garage entry doorframe. 

___AIR BAFFLES installed per N1102.3 

___INSULATION present under mechanical platforms in attic 

___VENTS/CHIMNEYS sleeved where passing through insulation 

___FIRE SPRINKLER lines draped with R19 insulation where area above is unconditioned (see Frame notes 

above) 

___WINDOWS meet minimum fenestration values in International Energy Conservation Code – have 

documentation available upon request. 

___HOT WATER recirculation lines are insulated in interior walls 

___INSULATION VALUES IN WALLS, FLOORS, CEILINGS, WINDOWS AND DOORS: Basement walls = R-15, 

Crawl Space Walls = R-13, Walls = R- 13, Floors = R-19, Ceilings = R-38 

___WINDOWS/DOORS installed and house completely dried in.  Roof complete enough to keep interior 

dry.  If rainfall/ponding on floors is observed, inspection will be halted until dry-in is improved. 

___SPRAY FOAM insulation has thermal barrier where required.  Provide spray foam documentation at 

final inspection. 

___VISUAL thermal envelope checklist completed 2009 IECC 

___CAULK stud packs, bottom plates, top plates and holes in bottom and top plates.  Caulk/seal holes to 

exterior. 

<<Drywall may be stocked after passing the framing inspection.  Do not block the stairs.  >> 
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WATER/SEWER LINES: After this inspection is passed, water and/or sewer lines may be covered with 

clean fill.  There will be a green sticker placed on the cleanout at the house.  

___PENETRATIONS properly sleeved and sealed at foundation P2603.4 

___WATER lines are sleeved under driveway areas or at rocky soil in PVC 2 sizes larger 

___PIPES/LINEs properly supported w/clean, smooth bedding P2605.1. Rocky spoil cleared on at least one 

side of the trench and clean fill stockpiled.  Inspection will not be passed with rocks in the trench, 

deficiencies in bedding. Intent to cover with clean fill must be established.  Workmanship and appearance 

are important. 

___PROPER FALL (2%) on pipes 

___Cleanout within 5 feet of foundation 

___Piping below frost line or at least 12 inches 

Note:  Ensure that Metro Sewer has looked at the tap (look for blue dot at cleanout) before requesting 

this inspection. 

GAS FINAL: When this inspection passes, you may request the gas company to set the gas meter and 

release the flow of gas.  A green sticker will be left at the meter yoke. 

___ALL gas appliances/equipment properly connected; maintain 10-15 lbs. pressure for 10 minutes.  

Complete this inspection before requesting final inspections.  The gas meter yoke is in place and 

connected to the gas piping distribution system. 
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FINAL INSPECTION: 

Preparation for inspection 

✓ Streets detail cleaned and washed down (i.e. pressure washed or fire hose wash down) in front of 

and to either side of house, in areas where the public is driving, and in areas where there are 

finished houses.  Final inspections will not be conducted until trackout violations in the area have 

been cleared.  If you plan to use City streets for staging and moving soil/sod, plan to clean up at 

the end of the day.  No exceptions. 

✓ Temp power pole removed (allow time for the utility to disconnect the pole after the electrical 

service release).  

✓ Sidewalk finished to property lines, clean and free of damage, available to the public for use.   

✓ Dumpsters and porta joins removed from parcel and sidewalks.   

✓ Final grade and drainage established, and soil stabilized with sod or seeded/strawed.   

✓ Fire sprinkler system active and commissioning letter present.   

✓ Water, gas, and electric service on and sewer/septic/grinder pump connected.   

✓ Water heater on to check hot/cold polarity.   

✓ Lawn sprinkler has backflow device installed, if present.   

✓ Test gauges removed from gas lines.   

✓ Permanent appliances installed.   

✓ Provide a ladder for inspecting scuttle holes leading to mechanical equipment at each location 

where a final is scheduled – we may not have time to wait on you to move ladders from job to job 

where multiple finals are scheduled. 

✓ Build enough time in your schedule to be able to make corrections – scheduling of 

closings/moving trucks is at the builder’s risk.  Walk your project and punch it out prior to emailing 

for inspection to avoid delays.   

✓ Openings through siding caulked.  Brick weep holes present and clear. 

✓ Driveway is usable/reasonably drivable – slopes over 15 degrees can present problems 

___FIRE SPRINKLER letter, ESR letters for spray foam and any other engineer’s letter (Retaining walls over 

4 ft. and deck footings) left on the kitchen countertop for the inspector   

___ELECTRICAL FINAL complete (blue sticker generally at electric meter).  Inspection will be halted until 

this is completed.  No exceptions. 

___ADDRESS NUMBERS on structure at least 4” by ½” visible & legible from ROW 

___GRADE away from foundation 6” within first 10’ or swale at low spot between properties R401.3 

Gutters and downspouts completed. 

___FINISHED grade 4” below where masonry; ___6” below wood R404.1.6 

___DRIP EDGE installed per code R905.2.8.5  

___GAS lines painted, sleeved through brick and caulked.  Gas lines bonded for CSST/flexible gas 

connectors. 

___HVAC fill ports have locking caps 
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___HVAC units do not cross property lines or block drainage easements 

___MECHANICAL equipment shall be installed on ground a minimum of 3” above grade M1305  

Deck framing inspection (see AWC Deck Construction Guide). 

___DECKS and porches shall be free standing in most cases and may not be supported to/thru brick;  

___HANDRAILS for 4 or more risers R311.7.8; ___34” to 38” above nose of tread; ___1.5” clearance to 

wall; ___1-1/4” to 2” cross-dimension; __Extends to top & bottom risers with returns to wall or newel 

posts ___ handrail must be grippable and comply with approved profiles 

___GUARDRAILS (GUARDS): at floors over 30 inches above grade, 36 inches min. height, a 4-inch sphere 

shall not pass through R312  

___STAIRS riser 7-3/4”; depth 10” with 3/4” to 1-1/4” nosing R311.7.5.1 

___SMOKE DETECTORS: inside each sleeping room, outside sleeping rooms, on each level, all wired in 

series with battery backup R314; ___CARBON MONOXIDE ALARMS: approved carbon monoxide detector 

installed outside of each sleeping area in the immediate vicinity of the bedrooms when a fuel-burning 

appliance is installed and in dwelling units with attached garages. R315 

___STAIRS headroom 6’ 8” min. R311.7.2  

___EXTERIOR DOOR landings within 1.5” of threshold R311.3.1  

___GARAGE SEPARATION FROM DWELLING: 1/2-inch gypsum wall board between the garage and 

residence, drywall to extend to gable peak or the residence sidewall and garage ceiling can be covered 

with 1/2-inch drywall. Garage beneath habitable rooms shall be separated from all habitable rooms by no 

less than 5/8-inch Type X gypsum board or equivalent on ceiling, 1/2-inch gypsum on all supporting 

structure. Openings between the garage and residence shall be equipped with a 1 3/8-inch-thick solid or 

a 20-minute fire rated door with a closer device R302.5  

___WATER HEATER T&P installed & sloped 1/8” per foot to exterior; ___GAS WATER  heaters elevated 18 

inches from floor of garage (FVIR water heaters are exempted); ___EXPOSED WATER lines insulated; ---

SHUTOFF VALVE present; ___THERMAL EXPANSION tank/device present; ___T&P THRU airgap/visible in 

same room as appliance P2804.6.1 

___WATER CUTOFF on meter side of house P2903.9.1; PRV set below 80 psi present;   

___PROTECTION from motor vehicle for appliances in garage G2408.3 

___WINDOW EGRESS 5.0; 5.7; 44” max; 24” min or lock; easily operational 

___GLAZING IN HAZARDOUS locations: bathtubs, showers, within 24 inches of doors, within 18 inches of 

floors and greater than 9 sq ft, within 60 inches of stairway landings, within 36 inches of walkways and 

within 60” from water’s edge of tubs and showers. R308 

___WATER CLOSET minimum 1.6 GPF Table P2903.2 

___WATER CLOSET minimum 30” clear width P2705.1(5)  
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___WATER CLOSET minimum 15” f/wall to centerline; ___21” minimum clear space at front WC 

___NON-ABSORBENT surface at bathtubs & showers minimum 6” above floor R307.2 

___FIREPLACE & chimney hearth=min 16” & out 8” to each side of opening; min 2” clearance to 

combustibles unless 12” or more away from flue lining—then none required. ___MINIMUM 20” HEARTH 

if fireplace opening is 6 sq. ft. or larger R1001.10 – 1001.11 

___WHEN DRYER DUCT exceeds 35’ a permanent label or tag is required M1502.4.6 (rough in) 

___CONDITIONED crawlspaces have method of controlling moisture 

___VAPOR BARRIER in crawlspace sealed at seams, columns, walls, and radon system;   

___TRASH and construction materials removed from crawl space and under vapor barrier 

___MECHANICAL suspended units at least 6” above grade M1305.1.3.1  

___CLOSET HVAC units have proper clearances to side and front 

___COMBUSTION AIR methods for fuel gas appliances 

___FUEL BURNING appliances prohibited in closet, bedroom or bathrooms except direct vent appliances 

in bathrooms and bedrooms & for exceptions G2406.2 

___VENT CLEARANCES 3’ above or 10’ away from any window or other openings; or 4’ below (rough in) 

___WALKWAY minimum 24” from access opening to equipment; ___20’ max distance 

___MINIMUM 30” wide work platform full length in front of equipment M1305.1.2 

___INSPECT insulation beneath floors and in attics; Blown in insulation has depth markers; Attic hatch 

insulation/side attic doors insulated and weather-stripped.  Ensure that no fire sprinkler piping is visible 

in attic space. 

 
 


